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questioner      me too !

disappear !

you are not there

if you say…me too…

then you are saying you are there 

i am not here 

do not say…me too…

say…nobody here…

but i like your rude tee shirt…very cool

now get your backpack off and relax !

ha ha ha

there are so many beautiful people here

who have come again and again

and each time they come...we ask why are you here ?

they do not know…

last time they got nothing and now they are back again

you can see them all looking foolish with a mala around their neck

they have got nothing but they have come again…

so welcome all you fools and mad people

we are all mad people meeting mad people

we are all foolish…ignorant !

something invisible transpires

we do not know how to catch it

what is this madness ?

what brings us there again and again ?

and when you go back home you miss that madness

so when this mad person rajneesh is back again

let us go and become mad for a little while…

this society is so sane

so many intelligent people living there  

i am not one of them…

i repeat it a million times…

it happens in your totality

in that peaked explosive state

you are experiencing the very truth that you are carrying           

and then how to dissolve into it becomes so simple

because you are in such a peaked state that you are dissolved

there is no more boundary between you… 

and the energetic space that surrounds you

whatsoever i am saying everyday 

is nothing but rubbish

so do not listen to my stupid words

because i am going again and again to the same point

how to attain to the peak…

and how to deepen the silence 

i speak in this way or in that way

just to engage you in some stupid logic

but it is all rubbish…

next time we dance do not miss the opportunity

i do not know anything about meditation

questioner   you know nothing about it !

i know nothing about it

but i do know…the no thing…

we are discussing no thing here

i did not say i do not know

i said i know no thing

we are here to discuss no thing

not what i know

but what i do not know

ha ha ha ha

i know no thing
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